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USA
Brownian Dynamics simulations are an important tool for modeling the dynamics of soft matter. However,
accurate and rapid computations of the hydrodynamic interactions between suspended, microscopic compo-
nents in a soft material is a significant computational challenge. Here, we present a new method for Brownian
Dynamics simulations of suspended colloidal scale particles such as colloids, polymers, surfactants, and pro-
teins subject to a particular and important class of hydrodynamic constraints. The total computational cost
of the algorithm is practically linear with the number of particles modeled and can be further optimized
when the characteristic mass fractal dimension of the suspended particles is known. Specifically, we consider
the so-called “stresslet” constraint for which suspended particles resist local deformation. This acts to pro-
duce a symmetric force dipole in the fluid and imparts rigidity to the particles. The presented method is
an extension of the recently reported positively-split formulation for Ewald summation of the Rotne-Prager-
Yamakawa (RPY) mobility tensor to higher order terms in the hydrodynamic scattering series accounting
for force dipoles [Andrew M. Fiore, Florencio Balboa Usabiaga, Aleksandar Donev, and James W. Swan.
Rapid sampling of stochastic displacements in brownian dynamics simulations. The Journal of Chemical
Physics, 146(12):124116, 2017]. The hydrodynamic mobility tensor, which is proportional to the covariance
of particle Brownian displacements, is constructed as an Ewald sum in a novel way which guarantees that the
real-space and wave-space contributions to the sum are independently symmetric and positive-definite for all
possible particle configurations. This property of the Ewald sum is leveraged to rapidly sample the Brownian
displacements from a superposition of statistically independent processes with the wave-space and real-space
contributions as respective covariances. The cost of computing the Brownian displacements in this way is
comparable to the cost of computing the deterministic displacements. Addition of a stresslet constraint to
the over-damped particle equations of motion leads to a stochastic differential algebraic equation (SDAE) of
index 1, which is integrated forward in time using a mid-point integration scheme that implicitly produces
stochastic displacements consistent with the fluctuation-dissipation theorem for the constrained system. Cal-
culations for hard sphere dispersions are illustrated and used to explore the performance of the algorithm. An
open source, high-performance implementation on graphics processing units capable of dynamic simulations
of millions of particles and integrated with the software package HOOMD-blue is used for benchmarking and
made freely available in the supplementary material.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of soft matter systems are often con-
trolled by long-range fluid-mediated interactions, called
hydrodynamic interactions (HI), that couple the motion
of constituent elements. As particles (colloidal particles,
polymers, proteins, cells, etc.) move through a fluid they
induce a velocity field that entrains other particles in the
suspension. The coupling of particle motion by HI is fun-
damental to the dynamics of a wide range of processes.
HI are responsible for controlling the relative rates of
cluster growth and aggregation in colloidal gelation and
recent work has shown that they are crucial in determin-
ing the phase boundary in kinetically arrested systems1,
as well as in setting the rate of microstructural evolu-
tion over both short and long time scales2. The trans-
port properties of polymeric materials such as DNA and
proteins cannot be accurately predicted by models that
a)Electronic mail: jswan@mit.edu
neglect HI3,4. Therefore, HI are necessary to describe
the rheology of dilute and semi-dilute polymer solutions,
and for understanding biological processes such as pro-
tein folding. Gravitational settling of colloidal particles
is another process driven by HI, with applications in in-
dustrial separations such as slurry dewatering and ultra-
centrifugation, among many others5,6. In all cases, fluid
flow between and around particles controls the rates of
transport processes and couples the motion of even well-
separated particles.
In a Newtonian fluid, HIs produce a many-body cou-
pling between the motion of suspended micro-particles
that is dependent on the particle configuration and de-
termined by the solution of the Stokes equations subject
to constraints and boundary conditions on the surfaces
of all the immersed particles. Because the many-body
problem is difficult to solve, various approximations for
the solution to the Stokes equations have been developed
and employed in the simulation of soft materials. Explicit
solvent techniques such as Lattice-Boltzmann (LB)7, Dis-
sipative Particle Dynamics (DPD)8, and Multi-particle
Collision Dynamics (MPC)9 do not solve the continuum
2over-damped momentum conservation (Stokes) equations
directly, but rather represent the fluid motion explic-
itly as a collection of momentum-conserving particles
with prescribed rules of collision and advection to repli-
cate solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. DPD and
MPC accomplish this by introducing momentum carry-
ing quasi-particles that fill the simulation volume and
collide with immersed particles and each other, propa-
gating momentum through a sequence of collisions, while
LB tracks velocity and momentum distributions on a lat-
tice and transfers momentum between adjacent points.
These techniques can be applied to over-damped motion
of micro-particles characterized by low Reynolds num-
bers (Stokes flow). However, the need to stably resolve
the dynamics of the fluid on time scales short relative to
momentum relaxation of the fluid mean that these calcu-
lations are more challenging to deploy for large numbers
of micro-particles.10.
The Fluctuating Immersed Boundary (FIB)11 and
Force Coupling Method (FCM)12 belong to a class of
explicit solvent simulations that numerically solve the
Stokes (or Navier-Stokes) equations in the computational
domain using, for example, finite difference, volume, or
Fourier decomposition techniques. Both methods ap-
proximate the particles as a collection of point forces dis-
tributed in the fluid, and much work has focused on devel-
oping fast and accurate kernels to construct these point
distributions. Methods like FCM and FIB are most accu-
rate for dilute suspensions where the mean particle sep-
aration is relatively large, and higher accuracy methods
are not necessarily straightforward to derive. For exam-
ple, the near-field or short-range hydrodynamic interac-
tions between nearly touching particles are controlled in
FCM/FIB by the choice of particle kernels, so lubrication
forces cannot directly be accounted for. Furthermore, in
the dilute suspension limit where they are most accurate,
the FCM and FIB methods become less efficient and re-
quire increasingly large amounts of computer memory to
perform the calculation.
Implicit solvent approaches to simulations with multi-
body HI are formulated using the Green’s function to
represent the flows produced by particles and Faxe´n laws
to infer the motion induced by external flows imping-
ing on their surfaces, respectively. The most common
implicit solvent method is the Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa
(RPY) mobility coupling13, in which the first order in-
teractions (force monopole and isotropic quadrupole) for
spherical particles are summed pair-wise. Three-body
and higher-order multi-body effects are neglected to first-
order. High order expansions follow directly from this
level of approximation by systematically extending the
multipole expansion. For example, the Stokesian Dynam-
ics (SD) method extends RPY by adding the dipole and
isotropic part of the octopole moment to the multipole
expansion along with constraints on the hydrodynamic
forces between two nearly touching particles14. High or-
der multipole expansions contain embedded constraints,
the solution to which accounts for the many-body in-
teractions. The first such constraint appears with the
force dipole, and its physical interpretation arises from
the rigid body motion of immersed particles. Rigid par-
ticles cannot deform with the local fluid strain, and as a
result, to first order, particles acquire a symmetric force
dipole that produces additional disturbance flows on top
of any imposed flow field to resist this deformation15.
The symmetric force dipole is called the stresslet, so the
rigid particle constraint is called the stresslet constraint
in the context of hydrodynamic interactions.
The stresslet constraint increases viscous dissipation
in the fluid and is therefore required to accurately com-
pute many solution transport properties. For example,
the RPY formulation predicts that the short-time self-
diffusivity is independent of the volume fraction of sus-
pended components. However, when the stresslet con-
straint is added to the RPY formulation, the volume
fraction dependence of the short-time self-diffusivity is
recovered. Other types of dynamic constraints can arise
from the computational representation of the particles,
for example composite-bead particles16, which tesselate
the surface of an arbitrary shape with rigidly constrained
RPY beads which acts as a low order but convergent ap-
proximation of the exact solution to the Stokes equations.
In this case a set of constraint forces, which guarantee
that beads within the same composite particle move as
a rigid body, must be determined at each point in the
composite-bead particle trajectory. The composite-bead
approach is not dissimilar to the boundary integral or im-
mersed boundary representations of Stokes flow17, where
particle surfaces are represented as collections of point
forces and dipoles. Higher accuracy representations of
the fluid flow in Green’s function approaches introduce
additional constraints on higher order force multipoles.
Such expansions are difficult to truncate accurately for
nearly touching spheres. Therefore, in the SD framework
the relative motion of nearly touching particles is con-
strained by a force balance which includes a model of the
near-field forces produced by lubrication flows14 and also
serves to increase local viscous dissipation.
We have recently presented a novel technique for rapid
Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations10 with HI incor-
porated at the Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa (RPY) level of
approximation13. This algorithm is called the Positively-
Split Ewald (PSE) algorithm. The HI induce a linear
coupling between particle velocities and forces. This cou-
pling is represented by the mobility tensor M, which is
decomposed via Ewald summation18 into a sparse, local,
real space contribution, MR and low-rank, global, wave
space contribution,MW . The PSE formulation is unique
because bothMR andMW are independently symmetric
and positive semi-definite for all particle configurations.
This property is fundamental to the PSE algorithm and
is used to sample the stochastic displacements associated
with Brownian motion from the two independent normal
distributions with covariances defined by MR and MW .
Clearly, additional hydrodynamic constraints must be
added to RPY simulations to accurately capture the dy-
3namics and transport properties of complex fluids. Here,
we describe an extension of the PSE algorithm to a repre-
sentation that accounts for additional multipole moments
corresponding to the hydrodynamic torque and stresslet.
The hydrodynamic stresslet is the first induced multi-
pole moment and determining its value requires solving
a linear system of equations derived from the so-called
stresslet constraint. Approaches to handle this constraint
with the PSE method are discussed in detail and are ap-
plicable to a broader class of constrained hydrodynamic
equations. In Section II we present a novel formulation
of the mobility tensor including the particle motions in-
duced by forces, torques, and stresslets, and discuss the
positively-split Ewald sum of the new mobility tensor.
Section II C details the accelerated Ewald sum procedure
used to rapdly evaluate the mobility tensor. Section III
addresses the stresslet-constrained particle equations of
motion and presents a method to sample Brownian dis-
placements consistent with the constrained particle mo-
tions. Finally, we benchmark the performance of our
method and assess its accuracy in several test cases.
II. FORMULATION OF THE POSITIVELY-SPLIT
MOBILITY TENSOR
A. The Mobility Tensor
The small length scale associated with colloidal par-
ticles means that local fluid motion is described by the
Stokes equations. As particles move through the fluid
they propagate flows which entrain other particles. This
fluid-mediated coupling between immersed particles is
represented by the mobility tensorM, which is symmet-
ric and positive semi-definite. Following the approach in
the original PSE method10, M is constructed starting
with the integral formulation of the Stokes equations for
rigid suspended bodies19
ui (x) =
∫
Sβ
dSβ (y) Jim (x,y) fm (y) , (1)
where ui (x) is the i
th component of the fluid velocity at a
point x in the fluid propagated by the force density f (y)
on the particle surface Sβ through the Green’s function
J. In this and following equations, Einstein summation
notation is use to represent operations on vector and ten-
sor quantities. The particle are assumed to be spherical
and their force density is represented by a local expansion
about the particle center using the multipole moments
fj =
1
4πa2
Fj +
3
4πa3
nˆn Cnj + · · · , (2)
where F is the total force on the particle and C is the
traceless couplet, whose symmetric and antisymmetric
components are the stresslet and torque, respectively,
and the expansion is truncated after the couplet. The
vector nˆ is the normal to the particle surface and a is the
particle radius. The force and couplet are defined by
Fm =
∫
Sβ
dSβ fm, (3)
Cmn =
∫
Sβ
dSβ
[
(ym − xβ,m) fn− (4)
1
3
δmn (yp − xβ,p) fp
]
.
Particulate motion is inferred from the flow field imping-
ing on a particle using Faxe´n laws, which dictate how a
particle moves in response to the stresses that a flow field
exerts on its surface
Ui =
1
4πa2
∫
Sα
dSα (x) ui (x) , (5)
Dij =
3
4πa3
∫
Vα
dVα (x) ∇j ui, (6)
where Sα is the surface of particle α, and Vα is its volume.
The particle velocity gradient, D, is composed of a sym-
metric part, the rate of strain E, and an anti-symmetric
part, the angular velocity Ω. The volume integral in (6)
can be rewritten using the Divergence Theorem
Dij =
3
4πa3
∫
Sα
dSα (x) ui nˆj , (7)
so that all equations are written in terms of surface inte-
grals.
The linearity of the Stokes equations allows indepen-
dent coupling and superposition of the total force or cou-
plet to the velocity or velocity gradient. Substituting the
fluid velocity (1) and the multipole expansion (2) into the
Faxe´n laws (5),(7) gives the following relations between
the force moments and the velocity and its gradient
Uαi =M
αβ
UF,im F
β
m +M
αβ
UC,imn C
β
mn, (8)
Dαij =M
αβ
DF,ijm F
β
m +M
αβ
DC,ijmn C
β
mn, (9)
where the coupling pair mobility tensors are given in
terms of integrals of the Green’s function over the particle
surfaces
4MαβUF,im =
1
4πa2
∫
Sα
dSα (x)
1
4πa2
∫
Sβ
dSβ (y) Jim (x,y) , (10)
MαβUC,imn =
1
4πa2
∫
Sα
dSα (x)
3
4πa3
∫
Sβ
dSβ (y) Jim (x,y) nˆ
β
n, (11)
MαβDF,ijm =
3
4πa3
∫
Sα
dSα (x) nˆ
α
j
1
4πa2
∫
Sβ
dSβ (y) Jim (x,y) , (12)
MαβDC,ijmn =
3
4πa3
∫
Sα
dSα (x) nˆ
α
j
3
4πa3
∫
Sβ
dSβ (y) Jim (x,y) nˆ
β
n. (13)
For periodic systems, which are commonly used in sim-
ulation, the appropriate Green’s function is given by
Hasimoto18,
Jim (x,y) =
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(x−y)
1
k2
(
δim − kˆikˆm
)
, (14)
where J (x,y) · F is the fluid velocity at point x prop-
agated by a force F located at point y and its periodic
images on a lattice, δim is the identity tensor, k are drawn
from the set of reciprocal space lattice vectors excluding
the zero vector, η is fluid viscosity, and V is the periodic
cell volume. Substituting equation (14) into equations
(10)-(13) and evaluating the surface integrals in Fourier
space gives algebraic expressions for the pair mobilities
of spherical particles with equal, finite size
MαβUF,im =
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
1
k2
(
sinka
ka
)2 (
δim − kˆikˆm
)
, (15)
MαβUC,imn = −
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
1
k2
(
sin ka
ka
) (
3
√−1 sin ka− ka cos ka
k3a3
) (
δimkn − kˆikˆmkn
)
, (16)
MαβDF,ijm =
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
1
k2
(
3
√−1 sin ka− ka cos ka
k3a3
) (
sin ka
ka
) (
δimkj − kˆikˆmkj
)
, (17)
MαβDC,ijmn = −
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
1
k2
(
3
√−1 sin ka− ka coska
k3a3
)2 (
δimkjkn − kˆikˆmkjkn
)
. (18)
The relations given in Equations (15)-(18) produce a pair
mobility tensor,
Mαβ =
[
M
αβ
UF M
αβ
UC
M
αβ
DF M
αβ
DC
]
, (19)
that is symmetric and positive semi-definite for all par-
ticle separations with no special regularization required.
This is a stark constrast to past approaches, for exam-
ple the original work by Rotne and Prager13 and more
recent efforts by Mizerski et al.20, which require piece-
wise construction of the pair mobility tensors with spe-
cial regularization assertions for overlapping particles. In
the approach presented here, the coupling between arbi-
trary force moments and arbitrary velocity moments is
expressed simply in Fourier space as the point force so-
lution multiplied by the product of size-dependent shape
factors. The coupling between the pth velocity moment
and the qth force moment (where p = 0 corresponds to
the linear velocity and q = 0 corresponds to the force)
is21
Mαβpq = (i)
p−q (2p+ 1)!! (2q + 1)!!
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
jp (ka) jq (ka)
ηV k2
kˆp
(
I− kˆkˆ
)
kˆq, (20)
where jp is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind of order p, and kˆp denotes an irreducible ten-
5sor of rank p. The shape factors are tensorial func-
tions that describe the way in which objects of a given
shape, in this case spheres, propagate flows into the
fluid. The shape factor associated with U and F is
sin (ka) /ka, and the shape factor associated with D and
C is 3
√−1 (sin ka− ka cos ka) /k3a3 k.
B. Positive Splitting of Mobility Tensor
Here, we extend the previously reported PSE
algorithm10 to the mobility tensor including the couplet
and velocity gradient. A representation of these ten-
sors whose real space and wave space contributions to
the Ewald sum are independently symmetric and pos-
itive definite, i.e. a representation that can be posi-
tively split, is necessary to rapidly sample the Brown-
ian displacements using the split sampling of PSE tech-
nique. We begin by applying Hasimoto’s sum splitting18,
which introduces the splitting function, H(k, ξ) =(
1 + k2/4ξ2
)
e−k
2/4ξ2 , to decompose equations (15)-(18)
into a long-ranged wave-space part M(w) and a short-
ranged real-space part M(r) as M =M(r)+M(w) yields
M
αβ,(w)
UF,im =
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
1
k2
(
sin ka
ka
)2
H (k, ξ)
(
δim − kˆikˆm
)
, (21)
M
αβ,(w)
UC,imn = −
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
1
k2
(
sin ka
ka
) (
3i
sinka− ka cos ka
k3a3
)
H (k, ξ)
(
δimkn − kˆikˆmkn
)
, (22)
M
αβ,(w)
DF,ijm =
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
1
k2
(
3i
sinka− ka coska
k3a3
) (
sinka
ka
)
H (k, ξ)
(
δimkj − kˆikˆmkj
)
, (23)
M
αβ,(w)
DC,ijmn = −
1
ηV
∑
k 6=0
eik·(xα−xβ)
1
k2
(
3i
sinka− ka cos ka
k3a3
)2
H (k, ξ)
(
δimkjkn − kˆikˆmkjkn
)
, (24)
and
M
αβ,(r)
UF,im = F1 (δim − rˆirˆm) + F2 rˆirˆm, (25)
M
αβ,(r)
UC,imn = G1 (δimrˆn − rˆirˆmrˆm) (26)
+G2 (δinrˆm + δmnrˆi − 4rˆirˆmrˆn) ,
M
αβ,(r)
DC,ijmn = K1 (δijδmn + δimδjn − 4δinδjm) (27)
+K2 (δjmrˆirˆn − rˆirˆj rˆmrˆn)
+K3 (δij rˆmrˆn + δimrˆj rˆn + δjnrˆirˆm
+δmnrˆirˆj + δinrˆj rˆm − 6rˆirˆj rˆmrˆn
−δinδjm) ,
where
H (k, ξ) =
(
1 +
k2
4ξ2
)
e−k
2/4ξ2 , (28)
and F1, F2, G1, G2,K1,K2, andK3 are exponentially de-
caying scalar functions of r/a and ξ a given in Appendix
A. The real space mobility functions are calculated by
analytically evaluating the inverse Fourier transform of
M −M(w), and representing the tensors in a minimal
form using the symmetry and tracelessness of the vari-
ous mobility couplings, where appropriate.
The splitting parameter, ξ, defines a length scale (ξ−1)
that determines the partitioning of the total sum between
the real space and wave space contributions. The Ewald
sum technique filters high-frequency modes of motion
with wavelengths shorter than ξ−1 out of the wave space
sum and reconstructs them explicitly in real space. Cer-
tain filters, such as Hasimoto’s splitting function, guar-
antee that the magnitude of the terms in both the real
space and wave space sums decay exponentially with dis-
tance and wave-vector, respectively18. Because the terms
in the sum decay so rapidly, ξ controls the locality of the
interactions included in the real space sum; a given par-
ticle pair will only have an appreciable contribution to
the sum if the distance between the particles is less than
ξ−1 because at larger distances the propagated flows have
decayed to negligible magnitudes. This length scale ξ−1
can be freely chosen to minimize the total computational
effort by matching it to physically relevant length scales
such as the blob size of a polymer suspension or the cor-
relation length of a colloidal gel network.
The pair mobility tensor in equation (19) constructed
from the couplings defined in equations (15)-(18), com-
6bined with Hasimoto’s sum splitting, guarantee that
the real space and wave space contributions, Mαβ =
Mαβ,(w) + Mαβ,(r), are independently symmetric and
positive semi-definite regardless of particle configura-
tion and splitting parameter. A proof of the positive-
definiteness of the Ewald sum is given in Appendix C.
The pair mobilities can easily be extended to many-
body simulations by summing the pairwise interactions
for each particle
[
Uα
Dβ
]
=
∑
β
([
MUF MUC
MDF MDC
]αβ,(w)
+ (29)
[
MUF MUC
MDF MDC
]αβ,(r))
·
[
Fβ
Cβ
]
.
This set of sums can be written using the grand mobility
tensor M or its Ewald sum M =Mw +Mr,[
U
D
]
=M·
[
F
C
]
= (Mw +Mr) ·
[
F
C
]
, (30)
where U and D are vectors containing all particle veloc-
ities and velocity gradients, respectively, and F and C
respectively contain all particle forces and couplets. The
grand mobility tensor,M, constructed using the pairwise
mobility tensors presented above is symmetric and pos-
itive semi-definite for all particles configurations, as are
Mw and Mr.
1. Mobility Relation for Rigid Particles
A more common representation of the mobility prob-
lem, and one that will be useful in the context of rigid
particles, decomposes both the velocity gradient and the
couplet into their symmetric and antisymmetric parts[U
E
]
=M·
[F
S
]
, (31)
where U is a column vector containing both the linear
and angular velocity of all particles, U = [UT ΩT ]T , F
is a column vector containing the force and torque on all
particles, F = [FT LT ]T and E and S are the rate of
strain and stresslet for all particles, respectively. These
quantities are defined for the αth particle according to
Ωα =
1
2
ǫ : Dα, (32)
Eα =
1
2
(
Dα + (Dα)
T
)
, (33)
Lα =
1
2
ǫ :
(
Cα − (Cα)T
)
, (34)
Sα =
1
2
(
Cα + (Cα)T
)
, (35)
where ǫ is the Levi-Civita tensor. When subject to strain-
ing flows, rigid particles acquire a stresslet whose value
is such that the local rate of strain is zero,[U
0
]
=
[
MUF MUS
MEF MES
]
·
[F
S
]
. (36)
Enforcing this condition in simulations requires solving
the linear system of equations (36) for the unknown par-
ticle velocities U and stresslets S. The solution to (36)
is
U = (MUF −MUS ·M−1ES ·MEF) · F (37)
S = −M−1ES ·MEF · F , (38)
where the quantity MUF − MUS · M−1ES · MEF is the
stresslet-constrained mobility tensor, which describes the
coupling between particle forces and particle velocities as
modified by the stresslet constraint.
C. Efficient Evaluation of the Ewald Sum
For a given representation of the grandMobility tensor,
different techniques can be used to evaluate the real space
and wave space parts of the Ewald sum. Careful selection
of these techniques to leverage the unique structure of
each sum can accelerate the calculations and reduce the
computational complexity while maintaining calculation
accuracy. Because the terms in both the real space and
wave space sum both decay rapidly, the sums can be
truncated at a fixed number of terms. Here we describe
two fast algorithms to evaluate the truncated sums, one
for the real space sum and one for the wave space sum,
that have a linear scaling of the computational cost in
the number of particles modeled.
1. Real Space Calculations
The real space contribution to the Ewald summation
contains only terms that decay exponentially with the
distance between the particles. The rate of the decay
is controlled by the splitting parameter, ξ, so that the
strength of the interaction between two particles sep-
arated by a distance r is approximately ǫr ∼ e−ξ2 r2 .
Therefore, only particles whose distance is on the order
of ξ−1 or smaller propagate flows that are strong enough
to effect one another. One can define a cutoff radius, rcut,
beyond which the interactions are ignored, and incur a
finite error of magnitude ǫr ∼ e−ξ2 r2cut . Summing local
interactions in this way is readily handled using linked-
cell lists22 to divide the simulation cell into sub-cells of
size rcut ∼ ξ−1 and only considering interactions between
particles in the same or adjacent cells. In this scheme,
on average each particle participates in φ r
df
cut pair inter-
actions, where φ is the particle volume fraction and df
is the fractal dimension of the particle dispersion. The
number of interactions each particle has is independent of
7the total number of particles in the system, so the over-
all computational cost of summing the interactions for all
N particles is O(N φr
df
cut), which scales linearly with the
total number of particles.
2. Wave Space Calculations
The wave space component of the mobility can be writ-
ten as a sequence of linear operations
Mw = D† ·P† ·B ·P · D. (39)
D is the non-uniform Discrete Fourier transform
(NUDFT) operator. The application of D transforms
the point moments applied on the particles into Fourier
space. The inverse NUDFT, D† converts the wave space
representation of the velocity moments to real space by
evaluating the velocities at the particle positions. B is a
symmetric block diagonal matrix whose non-zero entries
are
Bii =
H(ki, ξ)
ηV k2i
(
I− kˆikˆi
)
. (40)
The application of B multiplies the Fourier components
by the Hasimoto factor H(k, ξ)/ηV k2 and projects the
wave space representation of the force onto the space of
divergence-free velocity fields via the projector (I− kˆkˆ).
The operator P is a wave space projector containing non-
negative factors that maps the Fourier space force mo-
ments onto the Fourier space force density, and P† maps
the Fourier space velocity field to the Fourier space ve-
locity moments. P is a non-square matrix with non-zero
rectangular blocks along the main diagonal
Pii =
[
sin kia
kia
3
√−1 sin kia−kia cos kia
k3
i
a3
ki
]
. (41)
The product P†ii · Bii · Pii gives the wave space repre-
sentation of the mobility tensor at the ith wave vector,
i.e. the summands in Equations (21)-(24) without the ex-
ponential factors. The exponential factors and the sum
over k 6= 0 come from the forward and inverse NUDFT,
D and D†.
To accelerate the evaluation of the wave space sum
(39), we follow the approach taken for Stokeslets in the
spectral Ewald (SE) method of Lindbo and Tornberg23,
using the non-uniform FFT (NUFFT) to obtain the ac-
tion of D and D†. The SE approach is described in detail
in Ref.23, but the salient points are summarized here.
The fundamental idea behind the NUFFT is to evaluate
the wave space sums (21)-(24) on a regular grid so as to
be able to leverage the FFT algorithm. Direct evalua-
tion of the sums in (21)-(24) over Nk wave-vectors re-
quires O (N2k) operations, while the FFT algorithm re-
quires only O (Nk logNk) operations.
Particle positions in dynamic simulations do not in
general coincide with points on a uniform grid, so in-
formation must be transferred between the particle po-
sitions and nearby points on the regular grid in order to
apply the FFT algorithm. In particular, particle force
moments need to be spread onto the grid in order to de-
termine the fluid response, and fluid velocities need to be
interpolated from the grid to infer the resulting particle
motions. The NUFFT method accomplishes this task us-
ing a Gaussian kernel function truncated at m standard
deviations to accomplish the spreading and interpolation.
The value ofm is chosen to ensure that the Gaussian ker-
nel is sufficiently resolved on the grid to control the error
associated with the spreading and interpolation (here-
after referred to collectively as quadrature) operations to
within a desired error tolerance. The quadrature oper-
ations are performed by evaluating convolutions of data
with the Gaussian kernels on a subgrid of P 3 grid points
centered on each particle, where P is a sufficiently large
integer for a given tolerance23. The parameters m and P
collectively control the decay rate of the Gaussian kernel.
Use of the Gaussian kernels corresponds to represent-
ing the NUDFT as D = F · Q, where F represents the
FFT. The operator Q is a Gaussian kernel that spreads
particle force moments to the uniform grid, and its ad-
joint Q† = σQT is the interpolation operator, where σ
is the volume of a grid cell. Therefore,
Mw = σQT · F† ·P† ·B ·P · F ·Q, (42)
The operator Q defines the quadrature operations for
point particles. In (42) each component of the force and
couplet is mapped to a separate FFT grid as though
the particles were points through the application of Q.
The FFT of each of these components is evaluated in-
dependently by F, and the wave space representation of
all the force moments are projected down onto the (3-
dimensional) wave space force density by the operator
P, which accounts for the finite size and spherical shape
of each particle. The operator B maps the wave space
force density into the wave space fluid velocity, which is
then mapped to the real space linear velocity, angular
velocity, and rate of strain by F† ·P†. Particle motion is
interpolated from the resulting real space velocity com-
ponents by σQT . This approach requires 11 FFT grids
in total (3 for the independent components of the force
and 8 for the independent components of the traceless
couplet) and only works if all particles have the same
shape factors, i.e. same size and shape. For simulations
of monodisperse particle suspensions, we have found this
approach to have the best performance due to the high
efficiency of the FFT algorithm and the simplicity of the
point particle quadrature operations.
For polydisperse particle suspensions, each particle can
in principle have a different shape factor, so equation (42)
cannot be directly applied. It is possible to instead di-
rectly transfer each of the three independent components
of the particle force density to a FFT grid, accounting for
particle size effects in the process. Modified quadrature
kernels that map the force and couplet onto the real space
force density and project the force density onto the real
space force density grid can be derived by applying the
8inverse Fourier transform to the shape factors in P,
Mw = σQT · F† ·B · F ·Q, (43)
where the operator Q represents the modified quadrature
kernels. There is a different modified kernel for each force
moment that projects it onto the force density, i.e. Q can
be represented by a non-square matrix Q = [QF QS],
such that [QF QS] · [F S]T is the projection of the gen-
eralized force and stresslet onto the force density repre-
sentation on a uniform grid. Detailed discussion of such
modified kernels is left for future work.
3. Wave Space Calculations on Deformed FFT Grids
NUFFT methods, such as the one presented here, of-
ten use orthorhombic lattices to evalute the FFT. How-
ever, in dynamic simulations of flowing materials with
periodic boundary conditions, the periodic lattice must
deform. Two common examples of this are the Lees-
Edwards24 and Kraynik-Reinelt25 boundary conditions
used to model shear and extensional flow, respectively.
As the stresslet represents the first order correction to
particle dynamics due to the rigidity constraint, it is nat-
ural to investigate particles in shear or extensional flows
at the stresslet level of hydrodynamic approximation.
The difference between NUFFT methods applied to
orthorhombic and non-orthorhombic (deformed) lattices
is in the quadrature operations used to transfer infor-
mation between the non-uniform particles positions and
the uniform lattice points. The kernels used to trans-
fer particle data to the grid depend on the relative posi-
tions of the grid points and the particle. Figure 1 illus-
trates these differences for an orthorhombic lattice and
the same lattice after undergoing linear shear. Points
with the same index on different lattices carry differ-
ent values of the Gaussian quadrature kernel because
they are distributed around the particle center differently.
To our knowledge, the effect of these differences have
not been incorporated into the error bounds for NUFFT
quadrature operations on deformed grids. Accurate error
bounds that account for lattice deformation are essential
to performing simulations with well-controlled numerical
error. Here, we report quadrature error bounds for lin-
early deformed grids derived following the approach that
Lindbo and Tornberg applied orthorhombic grids23, and
show that error estimates for gridding operations derived
using orthorhombic grids are insufficient to bound the
error on deformed grids.
To derive a bound for the quadrature error, it is easi-
est to consider the grid-to-particle operations. The exact
particle velocity is computed by summing the fluid veloc-
ity weighted by the Gaussian quadrature kernel at every
grid point,
U =
∫
Ω
dy H˜(y)
(
2ξ2
πη
)3/2
e−2ξ
2r·r/η, (44)
FIG. 1. Illustrative schematic of the NUFFT quadrature op-
erations in two dimensions, where the objective is to trans-
fer information between the particle positions and the local
lattice positions. (top) Particles positions relative to the un-
derlying FFT lattice with spacing h. (bottom) Lattice points
within the neighborhood of the particle, denoted with red
circles on the orthorhombic lattice and with blue circles on
the deformed lattice, and the location of the particle center,
denoted with a black square. Lattice points are labeled with
their index number. The points of the deformed lattice (right)
have different positions relative to the particle center than the
equivalent points in the orthorhombic lattice (left). In this ex-
ample, the size of the particle’s support in each dimesion, P ,
is 3.
where r = y − x is the minimum image distance from
the center of a particle located at x to the lattice point
located at y, H˜(y) represents the fluid velocity at y, and
the subscript Ω denotes an integral over the entire sys-
tem volume. We seek to bound the error in computing
the trapezoidal rule quadrature approximation to this in-
tegral truncated over a finite number of grid points oc-
cupying a finite volume in the simulation space,
Q = h3
∑
n∈P
H˜ (nh) K (rn) , (45)
where rn = nh− x is the distance from the grid point n
to the particle center, h3 is the volume of a grid element
and P is the number of grid points within the support of
each particle in each direction. The set of grid points {n}
contains all grid points within the support of the particle
and the function K represents the Gaussian kernel
K (r) =
(
2ξ2
πη
)3/2
e−2ξ
2r·r/η. (46)
The error associated with the quadrature approxima-
9tion to the integral is
ǫq =
∥∥∥∥∥∥h3
∑
n∈P
H˜ (nh) K (rn)−
∫
Ω
dy H˜ (y) K (r)
∥∥∥∥∥∥ (47)
≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥h3
∑
n
H˜ (nh) K (rn)−
∫
Ω
dy H˜ (y) K (r)
∥∥∥∥∥∥ (48)
+
∥∥∥∥∥h3
∑
n/∈P
H˜ (nh) K (rn)
∥∥∥∥∥ ,
where r = A · z given that z is the distance from the
center of the particle to the orthorhombic (not deformed)
set of grid points, and deformation of the lattice vectors
away from an orthorhombic orientation is assumed to be
described by the volume-preserving linear deformation
tensor A.
When appropriately normalized, |H˜| ≤ 1 over all
space, so the estimate derived by setting H˜ = 1 every-
where provides a bound on the control of the approxi-
mation to the integral. The first term in Equation (48)
can be bound starting with Poisson’s summation formula,
h3
∑
n f (nh) =
∑
κ
= fˆ (κ/h), where f = H˜K and fˆ de-
notes the Fourier transform of f . Using this formula, the
term can be written as∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
κ 6=0
fˆ (κ/h)
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ CA
∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
κ6=0
Kˆ (κ/h)
∥∥∥∥∥∥ , (49)
where the k = 0 terms cancels with the integral in Equa-
tion (48), CA is an unknown order-one constant, and the
inequality holds because H˜ is uniform in the system vol-
ume. The sum expressed in Equation (49) only contains
terms which are exponentially decaying. Therefore, the
value of the sum can be bounded. Substituting the ex-
pression for Kˆ and using the fact that the most slowly
decaying term, ‖κ‖ = 1, dominates the sum gives the
bound∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
κ6=0
fˆ (κ/h)
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ C′A
e−pi
2η k·(AT ·A)−1·k/2ξ2h2
det (AT ·A)1/2
, (50)
where C′A is a different unknown order-one constant
from CA. A final simplication can be made by making
the substitutions that e−k·(A
T ·A)
−1
·k ≤ e−k·k/λmax and
det (A) = 1. The determinant is unity because the defor-
mation is volume-preserving and λmax is the maximum
eigenvalue of AT ·A. Therefore, the bound on the first
norm in (48) is
C′A e
−pi2η/2ξ2h2λmax (51)
The second term in Equation (48) can be bounded by the
integral of the Gaussian kernel over the region exterior
to the particle’s support because H˜ is bounded over all
space
∥∥∥∥∥h3
∑
n/∈P
H˜ (nh) K (rn)
∥∥∥∥∥ ≤
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
∫
z·AT ·A·z≥h2P 2/4
dzK (z)
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
(52)
On a deformed grid, the region neglected during quadra-
ture is the volume outside the ellipsoid defined by z ·AT ·
A · z = h2P 2/4. Integration is straightforward after a
transformation from spherical coordinates z to ellipsoidal
coordinates r = A · z and yields
‖A−1‖
det (AT ·A)1/2
erfc
[√
2ξ2
η
R
]
(53)
where R =
[(
r · (AT ·A)−1 · r) |r·r=h2P 2/4]1/2 and can
be bounded by R ≤ (λmax r · r)1/2 = hP/2λ1/2max. Again,
λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of A
T ·A, and A rep-
resents volume-preserving deformations so det (A) = 1.
Making these substitutions in (53), combined with (51),
the error bound can expressed as
ǫq ≤ C
(
e−pi
2η/2ξ2h2λmax + erfc
[√
2ξ2
η
hP
2λ
1/2
max
])
, (54)
where C is an unknown order-one constant. The Gaus-
sian kernels are usually expressed in terms of a resolution
width m and number of support nodes P , which are re-
lated to the decay constant η = (hPξ/m)
2
as described
by Lindbo and Tornberg23,
ǫq ≤ C
[
e−pi
2P 2/2m2λmax + erfc
(
m√
2λmax
)]
. (55)
In the case that λmax = 1, this expression is identi-
cal to the error bound for orthorhombic grids derived
by Lindbo and Tornberg. Equation (55) shows that the
presence of deformation decreases the error decay rate by
a factor of λmax, necessitating larger supports for con-
stant accuracy. Figure 2 shows the relative error in the
sedimentation velocity of a random suspension of hard
spheres with a simulation box that has undergone linear
shear with a strain of γ = 0.5. Using the error bounds for
an orthorhombic grid to choose the quadrature parame-
ters for a deformed grid produces a calculation error that
is an order of magnitude larger than the specified toler-
ance.
Linear shear is described by the tensor
Ashear =

1 γ 00 1 0
0 0 1

 , (56)
and the associated maximum eigenvalue required in the
error bound is
λmax
(
ATshear ·Ashear
)
= 1 +
γ2
2
+ γ
√
1 +
γ2
4
. (57)
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FIG. 2. Relative error in the sedimentation velocity of a sus-
pension of hard sphere particles on a sheared FFT lattice
(total strain, γ = 0.5) as a function of the specified tolerance
at various values of the splitting parameter, ξ. The error
is defined as ǫ = ‖U − Uexact‖/‖Uexact‖, where the exact
solution was computed using an orthorhombic grid and an
error tolerance of 10−10. The quadrature parameters are cho-
sen using either the sheared grid bounds in Equation (55)
(closed symbols), or the bounds for orthorhombic grids from
Lindbo and Tornberg (open symbols). The orthorhombic er-
ror bounds correspond to setting λmax = 1 in (55). The
dashed line denotes equality between the computed error and
the specified tolerance, ǫ = tolerance.
For planar extensional flow, the deformation tensor is
Aext =

ε 0 00 1/ε 0
0 0 1

 , (58)
and the associated maximum eigenvalue is
λmax
(
AText ·Aext
)
=
{
ε2 , ε ≥ 1
1/ε2 , ε < 1
. (59)
Equations (57) and (59) are tabulated in Table I for var-
ious values of γ, which shows that even moderate strain
values can produce large relative changes in λmax and
therefore strongly effect the value of ǫq. For example,
if simulation parameters were chosen to satisfy a toler-
ance of ǫq = 10
−3 with γ = 0.5 (ε = 0.5) using the
bounds for orthorhombic lattice (i.e. setting λmax = 1
in Equation (55)), the actual expected error would be
ǫshearq,actual ≈
(
10−3
)1/λshear
max = 0.015 for simple shear and
ǫextq,actual ≈
(
10−3
)1/λext
max = 0.046 for planar extension,
both of which are more than an order of magnitude larger
than the desired tolerance. To control the numerical er-
ror in the simulations, the two contributions to the error
in Equation (55) are set equal, and the complementary
error function is bounded by erfc (x) ≤ e−x2 for x > 0
which sets the value of m relative to P as m =
√
πP .
Then the support size, P is chosen using this relation
TABLE I. Maximum eigenvalue of AT · A for different val-
ues of γ for both simple shear and planar extensional lattice
deformations. The Gaussian kernel support size for an error
bound of 10−3 is also reported.
γ λshearmax Pshear ε λ
ext
max Pext
0.0 1.00 5 1.0 1.00 5
0.1 1.11 6 1.1 1.21 6
0.5 1.64 7 1.5 2.25 8
1.0 2.62 8 2.0 4.00 10
and (55) along with a desired tolerance. Increasing the
strain, γ, increases the support size required to maintain
the error at a given tolerance. The values of P required
to maintain an error of ǫq = 10
−3 for a range of γ values
is given in Table I.
III. FAST STOCHASTIC SAMPLING FOR BROWNIAN
DYNAMICS
The equation of motion for colloidal particles is derived
from the definition of the particle velocity,
dx
dt
= U , (60)
and the overdamped force balance
0 = FH + FB + FP , (61)
where FH is the hydrodynamic force exerted by the fluid
on the particle, FB is the stochastic Brownian force ex-
erted on the particle due to collisions with the solvent,
and FP represents any other conservative force acting
on the particles, e.g. inter-particle attraction/repulsion.
The hydrodynamic force is related to the particle velocity
through the mobility relation,[
U
0
]
= −M ·
[
FH
SH
]
, (62)
where the rate of strain is zero for rigid particles. To-
gether equations (60)-(62) constitute a stochastic differ-
ential algebraic equation (SDAE) for the particle posi-
tions. This SDAE is index-1, which means that the al-
gebraic constraints can be explicitly solved, reducing the
system to a stochastic differential equation.
The solution to equation (62) is the same as that to
equation (37),
U = −R−1FU · FH , (63)
where RFU =
(MUF −MUS ·M−1ES · MEF)−1 is the re-
sistance tensor, which is the FU component of M−1,
M−1 =
[
RFU RFE
RSU RSE
]
(64)
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It should be noted that we do not have analytical expres-
sions for the multiparticle resistance tensors in general,
and RFU specifically, so in simulations operations with
these tensor can only be evaluated with linear solves of
the constrained system of equations (62).
Equation (63) can be substituted for the hydrodynamic
force in (61)
0 = −RFU · U + FB + FP . (65)
This algebraic equation can be substituted into (60) to
produce the differential equation governing particle mo-
tion
dx
dt
= R−1FU · FP +R−1FU · FB. (66)
The fluctuation-dissipation theorem states that the
Brownian force has zero mean and covariance propor-
tional to the resistance tensor,
FB (t) FB (t′) = 2kBT δ (t− t′) RFU . (67)
The Brownian force that satisfies this distribution is sam-
pled from a collection of standard independent Wiener
processes, W(t)
FB =
√
2kBT R
1/2
FU ·
dW
dt
, (68)
where R
1/2
FU is the denotes the “square root” of the re-
sistance tensor and can be any matrix that satisfies
R
1/2
FU ·
(
R
1/2
FU
)†
= RFU where superscript dagger denotes
the adjoint. Substituting the form for the Brownian force
in (68) into differential equation for particle motion (66),
the change in particle position dx during the incremental
time dt is
dx = R−1FU · FP dt+
√
2kBT R
−1/2
FU · dW(t). (69)
In computer simulations, the solution to the stochas-
tic differential equation (69) over a given time interval
t ∈ [to, tf ] is approximated piecewise by the collection
of solutions on n sub-intervals of [to, tf ]. In the limit
that n→∞ the piecewise approximation to the solution
converges to the differential equation26
dx = R−1FU · FP dt+
√
2kBT R
−1/2
FU · dW(t)+ (70)
kBT∇ ·R−1FU dt.
It is clear from equation (70) that the divergence of the
mobility, kBT∇·R−1FU , also called the thermal drift term,
which arises from the discretization of the differential
equation must be calculated to capture the proper parti-
cle dynamics. Methods for computing the divergence of
R−1FU are discussed in section IIID.
The PSE algorithm provides a rapid approach to gener-
ate the stochastic particle displacements with controlled
accuracy. Generating fluctuations with covariance de-
fined by R−1FU is more challenging than when the co-
variance is defined by MUF, as was the case in the un-
constrained RPY level of hydrodynamic approximation.
The difficulty arises because the resistance tensor RFU
includes constrained dynamics, i.e. the linear solve of
the stresslet, and therefore cannot be directly sampled
using the PSE method. However, displacements consis-
tent with equation (70) can be generated by combining
the PSE method with integration schemes for SDAEs, as
will be described in section IIID.
The fundamental idea behind the PSE method is to
sample two independent stochastic displacements with
different covariances, Mr and Mw, such that the sum
of the two has the same distribution as displacements
sampled with covariance M.10 Mathematically, this is
written as
M1/2 ·dW (t) d=M1/2r ·dW1 (t)+M1/2w ·dW2 (t) , (71)
whereW1 andW2 are two independent Wiener processes
and
d
= means equality in distribution. The sampling op-
erations associated withM1/2r andM1/2w are accelerated
by leveraging the algebraic structures of the two different
operators, as described in section III B and III C.
A. M is Fundamentally Ill-Conditioned
Before describing the PSE sampling approach in de-
tail, it is worth remarking on the necessity of such a split
sampling technique for large scale simulations. Conven-
tional approaches to BD simulations use iterative meth-
ods (Chebyshev polynomials, Krylov subspaces) to ap-
proximate the action of the square root of the mobility
tensor on a vector27, but the number of iterations grows
rapidly with increasing condition number. This presents
a challenge for performing rapid simulations because the
mobility tensor is ill-conditioned for even modest num-
bers of particles, and its condition number increases with
the number of particles modeled.
A simple argument for the system size dependence of
the condition number can be constructed by consider-
ing a hydrodynamically coupled cluster of N particles
and size L. The condition number can be estimated by
approximating the smallest eigenvalue λmin and largest
eigenvalue λmax of the UF component of the mobility
tensor for the cluster (MUF). The smallest eigenvalue
represents uncorrelated particle motion and is therefore
described by the single particle mobility, λmin ∼ 1/η a.
The largest eigenvalue represents motion of all N parti-
cles correlated across the cluster size L and so depends
on the number of particles and the decay rate of the in-
teractions, λmax ∼ N/η L. The cluster size can be re-
lated to the number of particles and its fractal dimen-
sion, L∼aN1/df , so λmax ∼ N (df−1)/df /η a. Therefore,
the dependence of condition number ofMUF on the size
of the cluster is κ (MUF) ∼ λmax/λmin ∼ N (df−1)/df . In
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many physical systems, e.g. polymers, gels, and random
hard spheres, the fractal dimension is between two and
three, so the scaling of the condition number, κ (MUF),
varies between O(N1/2) to O(N2/3) in these limits.
Similar condition number estimates can be derived for
other mobility sub-blocks of the mobility tensor, e.g. the
torque-rotationMΩL and stresslet-strainMES couplings.
In these cases, where the UF interaction decays with
the inverse distance between particles r−1, the ΩL and
ES interactions decay with the inverse distance cubed
r−3. This does not affect the estimate of the small-
est eigenvalue, but the largest eigenvalue now scales as
λmax ∼ N/η L3 ∼ N (df−3)/df /η a, so the condition num-
ber is κ (MΩL) ∼ κ (MES) ∼ N (df−3)/df . For fractal
dimensions ranging from two to three, the condition num-
ber, κ (MΩL) , κ (MES) scales between O(N−1/2) and
O(N0).
It is apparent from these estimates that M is ill-
conditioned because the UF interactions are fundamen-
tally ill-conditioned. Because MUF, and therefore M,
is increasingly ill-conditioned for larger numbers of par-
ticles, conventional simulation methods employing itera-
tive methods for the square root ofM are limited in the
systems sizes they can attain, typically to O (103 − 104)
particles. New methods that circumvent the condition-
ing problem, such as the PSE method10 and its exten-
sion here, are needed to perform large scale simulations.
Circumventing the ill-conditioning of the mobility tensor
increases the systems sizes accessible to simulations to
O (105 − 107) particles on current GPU hardware.
B. Real Space Square Root
The action of M1/2r on a vector can be efficiently ap-
proximated by the same iterative schemes that are ap-
plied to M1/2 for arbitrarily large numbers of parti-
cles becauseMr contains only short-ranged (exponential
decay) interactions. In particular, we use the Lanczos
method proposed by Chow and Saad28 for its superior
convergence and numerical error control. The exponen-
tially decaying nature of the real-space scalar mobility
functions for finite ξ a > 0 guarantees a compact eigen-
spectrum for Mr. To show this, the condition number
of Mr can be estimated in the same way as in section
IIIA. The smallest eigenvalue remains unchanged, while
the largest eigenvalue depends only on the exponentially
decaying interactions within a neighborhood of size ξ−1,
λmax ∼ φ (ξ a)−df /η ξ−1, where φ is the local particle
volume fraction. Therefore, for given value of ξ, the con-
dition number of Mr is κ (Mr) ∼ φ (ξ a)1−df , which is
constant and independent of system size. The value of
κ (Mr) is also O (1) for the modest values of ξ typically
used in simulations (0.1 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 in most applications).
This means that the efficiency of the square root calcu-
lation for Mr is solely determined by the choice of the
Ewald splitting parameter, ξ.
C. Wave Space Square Root
The wave space component of the mobility can be writ-
ten as a sequence of linear operations using the NUDFT
as in equation (39)
Mw = D−1 ·P† ·B ·P · D, (72)
where the NUFFT can be used to evaluate the Fourier
transform by making the substitution that D = F ·Q.
The square root of the wave space mobility can be
expressed analytically by noting that the matrix B is
block diagonal and positive semi-definite and therefore
has an analytical square root. Using the unitary property
of the Fourier transform allows Mw to be re-expressed
as
Mw =
(
D† ·P† ·B1/2
)
·
(
D† ·P† ·B1/2
)†
. (73)
This demonstrates that, as in the RPY case, the Brown-
ian displacement can be calculated with a single matrix
multiplication
M1/2w · dW2(t) = D† ·P† ·B1/2 · dW2(t). (74)
The random variable dW2 is complex-valued Gaussian
variate that generates real-valued velocity fields when
acted upon by M1/2w . Ensuring the real-valuedness of
the velocity fields generated by M1/2w · dW2 requires en-
forcing the conjugacy condition dW2 (−k) = dW†2 (k).
Using the NUFFT, the square root is written as
M1/2w = σ1/2QT · F† ·P† ·B1/2, (75)
which is applied to the vector of complex-valued Gaus-
sian variates dW2 by a combination of rescaling (B
1/2),
projection (P†), inverse fast Fourier transform (F†), and
interpolation/quadrature (QT ).
Because all of the long-ranged (slowly decaying) con-
tributions to the mobility sum are contained in the wave
space part, sampling the wave space square root using the
direct calculation in (74) or (75) entirely avoids expen-
sive iterative methods which suffer from ill-conditioning.
This most troublesome part of the noise calculation is
handled in a single matrix multiplication.
D. Integration Scheme for Constrained Dynamics
The displacements sampled through the operations of
M1/2r and M1/2w described in sections III B and III C are
associated with unconstrained particle motion and do not
account for thermal drift. Many computational integra-
tion schemes could be used to incorporate the constraints
and the thermal drift into the displacements, and we will
use a simple two-step scheme that only requires a single
constraint solve12. The scheme contains four steps:
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1. Generate stochastic slip velocities at time step k
using the PSE method, ignoring the stresslet con-
straint[
UBk
EBk
]
=M1/2r,k · dW1(t) +M1/2w,k · dW2(t) (76)
2. Advance to the midpoint using the unconstrained
slip velocities
xk+1/2 = xk +
∆t
2
UBk (77)
3. Solve the constrained problem at the midpoint for
the true particle velocity[
Uk+1/2
−EBk
]
=Mk+1/2 ·
[
0
Sk+1/2
]
+
[
UBk
0
]
(78)
4. Advance from the initial point to the final point
using the constrained midpoint velocity
xk+1 = xk +∆tUk+1/2 (79)
In the preceding equations, the subscript k denotes the
integration time point. The displacements generated by
this scheme implicitly account for the divergence of the
mobility, ∇ ·R−1FU , and are consistent with Equation (70)
to O (∆t). A proof of the weak accuracy is shown in
Appendix B.
Other fast approximation schemes for the divergence of
the mobility exist, for example random finite differences
(RFD)11, which can be combined with a simple Euler-
Maruyama integration scheme. The RFD algorithm re-
quires three solves of the stresslet constraint per time
step; two to compute the approximation to ∇ ·R−1FU and
one to evaluate the deterministic and stochastic contribu-
tions to particle motion. The stresslet solve is the most
expensive part of the calculation by an order of magni-
tude, so a midpoint integration scheme is expected to
execute 67% faster than a single step integration scheme
employing the RFD drift algorithm.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The stresslet-constrained PSE method was imple-
mented on graphics processing units (GPUs) using
CUDA to leverage the massively parallel computing ar-
chitecture. The linked-cell algorithm used to compute
the real space sum leverages state-of-the-art cell list and
neighbor list algorithms implemented in the HOOMD-
blue software suite29,30. The real space mobility function
tabulations are stored on-device in textured memory for
fast access by the GPU kernels. The FFTs required to
evaluate the wave space Ewald sum are performed us-
ing the CUDA library CUFFT to optimize performance.
The spreading operator Q uses particle-based atomic ad-
ditions with a thread block assigned to each particle to
transfor particle forces to the grid. A particle-based
thread block algorithm with parallel reduction is used
to rapidly evaluate the interpolation operator Q†.
In this section we assess the accuracy and performance
of the stresslet-constrained PSE algorithm. The accu-
racy is validated against known equilibrium and dynamic
properties of particulate dispersions. We first demon-
strate that the integration scheme for the Langevin equa-
tion (70) reproduces the correct Boltzmann distribution
for a pair of interacting particles. The multiparticle dis-
tributions for non-interacting and hard sphere particles
are quantified by the structure factor for a range of par-
ticle volume fractions and match known results. We
then demonstrate the accuracy of the stresslet caclula-
tion by comparing the computed hydrodynamic function
and short-time self-diffusivity to known results. The al-
gorithm performance is measured for a wide range of
system sizes N = 8000 − 512000 and volume fractions
φ = 0.1−0.5, and the optimal performance is shown to be
independent of both quantities. Performance comparison
with the original PSE algorithm for the RPY description
of hydrodynamic interactions shows a modest decrease
in simulation throughput caused by increased data han-
dling requirements and the required stresslet solve. For
all accuracy and performance tests, the prescribed rela-
tive error tolerance for all calculations is ǫ = 10−3 unless
otherwise noted.
A. Thermodynamic Equilibrium
Capturing the correct equilibrium behavior in a
stochastic simulation requires a consistent representation
of the mobility in the stochastic displacement and the
Brownian drift terms in the integration scheme for the
particle equation of motion given in equation (70). A
simple test of consistency in the integration scheme is
to compute the distribution of center-to-center distances
between a pair of freely diffusing particles connected by
a prescribed interaction potential and compare the result
to the analytically known Boltzmann distribution. In this
test, the potential used is U(r) = k |r−r0|, where k is the
spring constant, r is the is magnitude of the center-to-
center particle distance, and r0 is the equilibrium particle
separation. It can be shown that the Boltzmann distri-
bution for the center-to-center distance is
f(r) =
k˜3
2
(
2 + k˜2r20
) r2 e−k˜ |r−r0|, (80)
where k˜ = k/kBT . A comparison between this analytical
result and the result for a simulation of two particles is
shown in Figure 3. Excellent agreement is observed be-
tween the simulation results and the analytical solution.
The static structure factor provides a more rigorous
test of the equilibrium particle distribution obtained in
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FIG. 3. Probability distribution function for the distance be-
tween two particles connected by a constant spring. Circles
represent simulation data and the solid line represents the
analytical solution.
large scale simulations. The structure factor measures
correlations between the positions of constituent elements
in the observation volume. It is defined mathematically
as proportional to the square magnitude of the Fourier
transform of the particle number density,
S (q) =
1
N
N∑
j,k
eiq·(xj−xk). (81)
For a randomly distributed set of coordinates, e.g. non-
interacting particles, there are no positional correlations
on average. Therefore, S(q) is expected to be unity for all
q. The structure factor computed from a dynamic simu-
lation with stresslet constraints of 64000 non-interacting
spherical particles is shown in Figure 4 for a range of
volume fractions. As expected, S(q) = 1 for all q and is
independent of volume fraction.
The same calculation can be made for particles inter-
acting via hard sphere repulsions, for which there is an
expected volume fraction and length scale dependence of
the structure factor. The simulation results can be be
compared to various theoretical results, for example the
Percus-Yevick approximation. This comparison is shown
in Figure 5 for simulations of 64000 hard sphere parti-
cles over a range of volume fractions. Excellent agree-
ment between the simulation results and Percus-Yevick
approximation is observed.
These three tests demonstrate that the algorithm and
integration scheme reproduce the correct equilibrium be-
havior for a variety of scenarios. This indicates that the
stochastic R
−1/2
FU · dW and thermal drift ∇ ·R−1FU terms
are represented consistently with one another and with
the deterministic piece R−1FU · F .
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FIG. 4. Static structure factor of 64000 non-interacting par-
ticles at varying volume fractions (symbols) compared with
the theoretical result (line).
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FIG. 5. Static structure factor of 64000 hard sphere parti-
cles at varying volume fractions (circles) compared with the
Percus-Yevick approximation (lines).
B. Suspension Dynamics
Particle motions in dynamic simulation are a strong
function of the level of hydrodynamic approximation used
to represent the resistance tensor, RFU . Higher accuracy
approximations of the HI have a significant effect on the
observed dynamics and transport properties of the simu-
lated dispersion. Differences in the dynamics of simula-
tions with and without the stresslet constraint, hereafter
called RPY and constrained RPY, respectively, can be
used to verify the accuracy of the constrained simula-
tions.
One measure of the effect of HI on the particle dynam-
ics is the hydrodynamic function, H(q), which measures
short-time wave-vector-dependent collective particle mo-
tions and can be computed from dynamic simulation us-
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ing the short time decay of the dynamic structure factor
S(q, t)
S(q, 0)
= e−q
2 D(q) t, (82)
where
H(q) =
D(q)
D0
S(q) (83)
The hydrodynamic function for hard sphere particle
suspensions computed from dynamic simulations using
RPY and stresslet-constrained RPY representations of
the HI is shown in Figure 6. In the large length scale
limit, corresponding to small wave vectors, q → 0, H(q)
measures the mean velocity of collectively sedimenting
particles. This value is expected to decrease with increas-
ing volume fraction for both the RPY and constrained
RPY simulations due to fluid backflow caused by volume
conservation when a large collection of particles trans-
lates in unison18. The volume fraction dependence of
H(q) is more pronounced in the constrained simulations
because the stresslet constraint imposes additional vis-
cous dissipation in the flow around the particles, which
increases the hydrodynamic drag that they experience.
In the small length scale limit, q →∞, H(q) measures
the particle self-diffusion coefficient. The self-diffusion
coefficient can also be computed from the trace of the UF
component of the mobility tensor31. The self-diffusion
coefficient, and therefore the large-q limit of H(q) is ex-
pected to be independent of volume fraction for the RPY
simulations because the diagonal components of the RPY
mobility tensor, MUF, are constant and do not depend
on the local suspension structure. In the constrained
RPY simulations, the self-diffusivity is expected to de-
crease with increasing volume fraction because the di-
agonal components of the stresslet-constrained mobility
tensor, R−1FU , depend on the local particle configuration
and decrease with increasing volume fraction. The H(q)
data shown in Figure 6 is qualitatively consistent with
the expected results across the full range of wave num-
bers.
Although there is no analytical expression for H(q),
quantitative assessment of the H(q) data can be made
through the short-time self-diffusivity, Dso, which can be
computed from either the large q limit of H(q) or from
the trace of the mobility tensor. The translational and
rotational short-time self-diffusivities are shown in Figure
7 and match very well to fits from Banchio and Brady32,
indicating that the stresslet constraints are properly eval-
uated in the large scale dynamic simulations.
C. Algorithm Performance
The performance of the stresslet-constrained PSE al-
gorithm was evaluated using an NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPU
with the Maxwell architecture and a relative calculation
error tolerance of 10−3 for all operations. Figure 8 is an
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FIG. 6. Hydrodynamic function of hard sphere particles at
varying volume fractions calculated from simulations using
RPY dynamics (open symbols) and stresslet-constrained RPY
dynamics (filled symbols).
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FIG. 7. Translational (open symbols) and rotational (filled
symbols) short-time self-diffusivity of hard sphere particles as
a function of volume fraction. The translational Dso,t is com-
puted from the high-q limit of the hydrodynamic function for
simulations with (circles) and without (triangles) the stresslet
constraint, and from the trace of the stresslet-corrected mo-
bility tensor (squares). The rotational Dso,r is computed from
the trace of the stresslet-corrected mobility tensor (filled dia-
monds). Simulation results using the mobility tensor with the
stresslet constraint are compared with the equations of Ban-
chio and Brady for the translational (solid line) and rotational
(dotted line) self-diffusivity.
example of the algorithm’s performance for hard sphere
configurations. The quantity reported is particle time
steps per second (PTPS), which is the number of particles
divided by the average time required to perform one time
step worth of calculations. The algorithm performance is
linear in the number of particles, N , and is optimizable
with respect to the splitting parameter, ξ. The perfor-
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FIG. 8. Timing results for calculations on random suspen-
sions of hard spheres with volume fractions φ = 0.1 (closed
symbols) and φ = 0.5 (open symbols) for different numbers of
particles. The calculation cost of a full time step of the inte-
gration scheme, including the mobility calculation, stochastic
sampling, and the stresslet solve is given in units of particle
time steps per second (PTPS).
mance is expected to be independent of volume fraction
for hard sphere dispersions, and is expected to increase as
volume fraction decreases for dispersion with lower frac-
tal dimension10. Figure 9 compares the optimal perfor-
mance between the stresslet-constrained PSE algorithm
and the original unconstrained RPY PSE algorithm for
a range of volume fractions and system sizes. Includ-
ing stresslets in the simulation reduces performance by
a factor of ≈ 30. There are 11 independent components
of the force moments for each particle at the stresslet
level of approximation: 3 for the force, 3 for the torque,
and 5 for the stresslet, which is symmetric and traceless.
The classic RPY case only has the 3 independent compo-
nents of the force on each particle. This increased data
volume reduces performance by a factor of 11/3. Addi-
tionally, 8-10 iterations are needed to solve the stresslet
constraints, compared to the single matrix multiplication
required without constraints. Together, these two con-
tributions account for the factor of 30 slow down when
adding stresslets to the PSE algorithm.
V. CONCLUSION
Our recently reported PSE algorithm for rapid Brow-
nian dynamics simulations with HI10 represented at the
RPY level of approximation has been extended to in-
clude the torque and stresslet and the associated angular
velocity and rate of strain. These higher order terms en-
tered the mobility relation simply as an additional set of
shape factors describing the velocity fields propagated by
each force moment. As in the original PSE method, the
Ewald sum of the mobility tensor (modified to include
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FIG. 9. Optimal performance of the PSE (red dotted lines)
and stresslet-constrained PSE (black solid lines) algorithms
for calculations on random suspensions of hard spheres with
volume fractions varying between φ = 0.1 and φ = 0.5 and
system sizes varying from N = 8000 to N = 512000 particles.
The performance decrease comes from two sources denoted in
the Figure by grey arrows. Arrow (1) represents a factor of ≈4
increase in the amount of data that needs to be handled from
3 quantities per particle for the RPY case to 11 quantities per
particle when the stresslet is included. Arrow (2) represents
the 8− 10 iterations required to solve the stresslet constraint,
which is independent of φ and N .
the torque and stresslet couplings) produced a positive
splitting, i.e. the mobility tensor and both the real space
and wave space contribution to its Ewald sum are posi-
tive semi-definite for all particle configurations.
The stresslet constraint is particularly important in
describing the dynamics of particle dispersions in linear
flows. It is common and computationally convenient to
represent these flows in simulations through deformed pe-
riodic lattices24,25. Green’s function-based approaches to
modeling the hydrodynamics, such as the method pre-
sented here, rely on the NUFFT to accelerate the peri-
odic sums. The numerical error of such methods is well-
controlled on orthorhombic lattices, but the orthorhom-
bic error bounds do not extend to deformed grids. We
have derived a bound on the NUFFT quadrature error
on non-orthorhombic lattices and validated the bound
against calculations of the numerical error. This error
bound will be useful for all applications of the NUFFT
on non-orthorhombic lattices.
Including the stresslet, which is the first induced force
moment in the multipole expansion, and determining its
value required solving the linear equation constraining
the local rate of strain on each (rigid) particle to zero.
The proper formulation of the Langevin equation coupled
with the mobility relation and the stresslet constraint is a
stochastic differential algebraic equation (SDAE), where
the differential variable is the particle position. Generat-
ing stochastic displacements consistent with the stresslet-
constrained mobility tensor and integrating the SDAE
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were accomplished implicitly with a two step integration
scheme.
SDAEs can be used to represent a broad class of dy-
namic constraints, including the lubrication constraint
in Stokesian Dynamics14 and the rigid body constraint
used when representing complex objects as rigid assem-
blies of spherical particles16. For each individual con-
straint, and for any combination of these constraints, the
SDAE is index-1, which means that the algebraic vari-
ables can all be uniquely solved for and simple integra-
tion schemes can be applied. Much effort has recently
been directed towards development and application of
integration schemes for the Langevin equation describing
hydrodynamically interacting particles, see for example
Delong et al.11 and Delmotte and Keaveny12. Different
schemes have been derived to handle various constraints
and geometries, with effort directed at minimizing the
number of constraint solves required. It is difficult to
know a priori which integration scheme is optimal for a
given application, and how to accelerate the scheme. The
SDAE framework disambiguates the choice of integration
scheme by reducing problems to a common form. Future
work will add the lubrication constraint to the stresslet
formulation to complete development of a full Stokesian
Dynamics implementation leveraging the PSE algorithm
and SDAE representation. Because efficient methods ex-
ist to handle lubrication forces in simulations, Stokesian
Dynamics using the PSE algorithm should be nearly as
fast as the stresslet-constrained dynamic simulations in
the present work.
VI. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for for a GPU implementa-
tion of the PSE algorithm with stresslet constraints built
as a plugin for HOOMD-blue. Included in the software
is a sample script to perform a dynamic simulation using
the plugin.
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Appendix A: Real Space Scalar Mobility Functions
1. Velocity-Force Mobility, MUF
The scalar functions F1 and F2 are defined according
to
6πηaM
αβ,(r)
UF,im = F1(r) (δim − rˆirˆm) + F2(r) rˆi rˆm (A1)
where
F1(r) = f
(1)
0 + f
(1)
1 e
−r2ξ2 + f
(1)
2 e
−(r−2a)2ξ2 (A2)
+ f
(1)
3 e
−(r+2a)2ξ2 + f
(1)
4 erfc (rξ)
+ f
(1)
5 erfc ((r − 2a)ξ) + f (1)6 erfc ((r + 2a)ξ)
F2(r) = f
(2)
0 + f
(2)
1 e
−r2ξ2 + f
(2)
2 e
−(r−2a)2ξ2 (A3)
+ f
(2)
3 e
−(r+2a)2ξ2 + f
(2)
4 erfc (rξ)
+ f
(2)
5 erfc ((r − 2a)ξ) + f (2)6 erfc ((r + 2a)ξ)
Case 1, r > 2a
First scalar mobility function:
f
(1)
0 = 0
f
(1)
1 =
18r2ξ2 + 3
64
√
πar2ξ3
f
(1)
2 =
2ξ2(2a− r) (4a2 + 4ar + 9r2)− 2a− 3r
128
√
πar3ξ3
f
(1)
3 =
−2ξ2(2a+ r) (4a2 − 4ar + 9r2)+ 2a− 3r
128
√
πar3ξ3
f
(1)
4 =
3− 36r4ξ4
128ar3ξ4
f
(1)
5 =
4ξ4(r − 2a)2 (4a2 + 4ar + 9r2)− 3
256ar3ξ4
f
(1)
6 =
4ξ4(2a+ r)2
(
4a2 − 4ar + 9r2)− 3
256ar3ξ4
Second scalar mobility function:
f
(2)
0 = 0
f
(2)
1 =
6r2ξ2 − 3
32
√
πar2ξ3
f
(2)
2 =
−2ξ2(r − 2a)2(2a+ 3r) + 2a+ 3r
64
√
πar3ξ3
f
(2)
3 =
2ξ2(2a+ r)2(2a− 3r)− 2a+ 3r
64
√
πar3ξ3
f
(2)
4 = −
3
(
4r4ξ4 + 1
)
64ar3ξ4
f
(2)
5 =
3− 4ξ4(2a− r)3(2a+ 3r)
128ar3ξ4
f
(2)
6 =
3− 4ξ4(2a− 3r)(2a+ r)3
128ar3ξ4
Case 2, r ≤ 2a
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First scalar mobility function:
f
(1)
0 = −
(r − 2a)2 (4a2 + 4ar + 9r2)
32ar3
f
(1)
1 =
18r2ξ2 + 3
64
√
πar2ξ3
f
(1)
2 =
2ξ2(2a− r) (4a2 + 4ar + 9r2)− 2a− 3r
128
√
πar3ξ3
f
(1)
3 =
−2ξ2(2a+ r) (4a2 − 4ar + 9r2)+ 2a− 3r
128
√
πar3ξ3
f
(1)
4 =
3− 36r4ξ4
128ar3ξ4
f
(1)
5 =
4ξ4(r − 2a)2 (4a2 + 4ar + 9r2)− 3
256ar3ξ4
f
(1)
6 =
4ξ4(2a+ r)2
(
4a2 − 4ar + 9r2)− 3
256ar3ξ4
Second scalar mobility function:
f
(2)
0 =
(2a− r)3(2a+ 3r)
16ar3
f
(2)
1 =
6r2ξ2 − 3
32
√
πar2ξ3
f
(2)
2 =
−2ξ2(r − 2a)2(2a+ 3r) + 2a+ 3r
64
√
πar3ξ3
f
(2)
3 =
2ξ2(2a+ r)2(2a− 3r)− 2a+ 3r
64
√
πar3ξ3
f
(2)
4 = −
3
(
4r4ξ4 + 1
)
64ar3ξ4
f
(2)
5 =
3− 4ξ4(2a− r)3(2a+ 3r)
128ar3ξ4
f
(2)
6 =
3− 4ξ4(2a− 3r)(2a+ r)3
128ar3ξ4
Case 3, Self Mobility The real space part of the self
mobility of a particle is given by the limit of equation
(25) as r → 0, specifically Mαα,(r)UF,im = F1(r→0, ξ) δim:
6πηaM
αα,(r)
UF,im =
1− e−4a2ξ2 + 4π1/2aξ erfc (2aξ)
4π1/2ξa
δim.
(A4)
2. Velocity-Couplet Mobility, MUC
The scalar functions G1 and G2 are defined according
to
M
αβ,(r)
UC,imn = G1 (δimrˆn − rˆirˆmrˆm) (A5)
+G2 (δinrˆm + δmnrˆi − 4rˆirˆmrˆn)
where
G1(r) = g
(1)
0 + g
(1)
1 e
−r2ξ2 + g
(1)
2 e
−(r−2a)2ξ2 (A6)
+ g
(1)
3 e
−(r+2a)2ξ2 + g
(1)
4 erfc (rξ)
+ g
(1)
5 erfc ((r − 2a)ξ) + g(1)6 erfc ((r + 2a)ξ)
G2(r) = g
(2)
0 + g
(2)
1 e
−r2ξ2 + g
(2)
2 e
−(r−2a)2ξ2 (A7)
+ g
(2)
3 e
−(r+2a)2ξ2 + g
(2)
4 erfc (rξ)
+ g
(2)
5 erfc ((r − 2a)ξ) + g(2)6 erfc ((r + 2a)ξ)
Case 1, r > 2a
First scalar mobility function:
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g
(1)
0 = 0
g
(1)
1 =
−30r4ξ4 + 15r2ξ2 + 9
64
√
πa4r3ξ5
g
(1)
2 =
3ξ2(2a− r) (8a2 + 16ar + 25r2)− 6ξ4(2a− r) (32a4 + 32a3r + 44a2r2 + 36ar3 + 25r4)− 9(2a+ 5r)
640
√
πa4r4ξ5
g
(1)
3 =
−3ξ2(2a+ r) (8a2 − 16ar + 25r2)+ 6ξ4(2a+ r) (32a4 − 32a3r + 44a2r2 − 36ar3 + 25r4)+ 18a− 45r
640
√
πa4r4ξ5
g
(1)
4 =
60r6ξ6 + 9r2ξ2 + 9
128a4r4ξ6
g
(1)
5 = −
3
(
512a6ξ6 + 5r2ξ2
(
64a4ξ4 + 3
)− 256ar5ξ6 + 100r6ξ6 + 15)
1280a4r4ξ6
g
(1)
6 = −
3
(
512a6ξ6 + 5r2ξ2
(
64a4ξ4 + 3
)
+ 256ar5ξ6 + 100r6ξ6 + 15
)
1280a4r4ξ6
Second scalar mobility function:
g
(2)
0 = 0
g
(2)
1 =
−6r4ξ4 + 3r2ξ2 − 9
64
√
πa4r3ξ5
g
(2)
2 =
6ξ4(r − 2a)2 (16a3 + 24a2r + 14ar2 + 5r3)− 3ξ2 (16a3 + 24a2r + 14ar2 + 5r3)+ 18a+ 45r
640
√
πa4r4ξ5
g
(2)
3 =
−6ξ4(2a+ r)2 (16a3 − 24a2r + 14ar2 − 5r3)+ 3ξ2 (16a3 − 24a2r + 14ar2 − 5r3)− 18a+ 45r
640
√
πa4r4ξ5
g
(2)
4 =
12r6ξ6 + 9r2ξ2 − 9
128a4r4ξ6
g
(2)
5 =
12ξ6
(
128a6 − 80a4r2 + 16ar5 − 5r6)− 45r2ξ2 + 45
1280a4r4ξ6
g
(2)
6 =
12ξ6
(
128a6 − 80a4r2 − 16ar5 − 5r6)− 45r2ξ2 + 45
1280a4r4ξ6
Case 2, r <= 2a First scalar mobility function:
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g
(1)
0 = −
9
(
r2ξ2 + 1
)
128a4r4ξ6
g
(1)
1 =
−30r4ξ4 + 15r2ξ2 + 9
64
√
πa4r3ξ5
g
(1)
2 =
3ξ2(2a− r) (8a2 + 16ar + 25r2)− 6ξ4(2a− r) (32a4 + 32a3r + 44a2r2 + 36ar3 + 25r4)− 9(2a+ 5r)
640
√
πa4r4ξ5
g
(1)
3 =
−3ξ2(2a+ r) (8a2 − 16ar + 25r2)+ 6ξ4(2a+ r) (32a4 − 32a3r + 44a2r2 − 36ar3 + 25r4)+ 18a− 45r
640
√
πa4r4ξ5
g
(1)
4 =
60r6ξ6 + 9r2ξ2 + 9
128a4r4ξ6
g
(1)
5 = 0
g
(1)
6 = −
3
(
512a6ξ6 + 5r2ξ2
(
64a4ξ4 + 3
)
+ 256ar5ξ6 + 100r6ξ6 + 15
)
1280a4r4ξ6
Second scalar mobility function:
g
(2)
0 = −
3
(
128a6 − 80a4r2 + 16ar5 − 5r6)
160a4r4
g
(2)
1 =
−6r4ξ4 + 3r2ξ2 − 9
64
√
πa4r3ξ5
g
(2)
2 =
6ξ4(r − 2a)2 (16a3 + 24a2r + 14ar2 + 5r3)− 3ξ2 (16a3 + 24a2r + 14ar2 + 5r3)+ 18a+ 45r
640
√
πa4r4ξ5
g
(2)
3 =
−6ξ4(2a+ r)2 (16a3 − 24a2r + 14ar2 − 5r3)+ 3ξ2 (16a3 − 24a2r + 14ar2 − 5r3)− 18a+ 45r
640
√
πa4r4ξ5
g
(2)
4 =
12r6ξ6 + 9r2ξ2 − 9
128a4r4ξ6
g
(2)
5 =
12ξ6
(
128a6 − 80a4r2 + 16ar5 − 5r6)− 45r2ξ2 + 45
1280a4r4ξ6
g
(2)
6 =
12ξ6
(
128a6 − 80a4r2 − 16ar5 − 5r6)− 45r2ξ2 + 45
1280a4r4ξ6
3. Velocity Gradient-Couplet Mobility, MDC
The scalar functions K1, K2, and K3 are defined ac-
cording to
6πηaM
αβ,(r)
DC,ijmn = K1 (δijδmn + δimδjn − 4δinδjm)
(A8)
+K2 (δjmrˆirˆn − rˆirˆj rˆmrˆn)
+K3 (δij rˆmrˆn + δimrˆj rˆn + δjnrˆirˆm
+δmnrˆirˆj + δinrˆj rˆm − 6rˆirˆj rˆmrˆn
−δinδjm)
where
K1(r) = k
(1)
0 + k
(1)
1 e
−r2ξ2 + k
(1)
2 e
−(r−2a)2ξ2 (A9)
+ k
(1)
3 e
−(r+2a)2ξ2 + k
(1)
4 erfc (rξ)
+ k
(1)
5 erfc ((r − 2a)ξ) + k(1)6 erfc ((r + 2a)ξ)
K2(r) = k
(2)
0 + k
(2)
1 e
−r2ξ2 + k
(2)
2 e
−(r−2a)2ξ2 (A10)
+ k
(2)
3 e
−(r+2a)2ξ2 + k
(2)
4 erfc (rξ)
+ k
(2)
5 erfc ((r − 2a)ξ) + k(2)6 erfc ((r + 2a)ξ)
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K3(r) = k
(3)
0 + k
(3)
1 e
−r2ξ2 + k
(3)
2 e
−(r−2a)2ξ2 (A11)
+ k
(3)
3 e
−(r+2a)2ξ2 + k
(3)
4 erfc (rξ)
+ k
(3)
5 erfc ((r − 2a)ξ) + k(3)6 erfc ((r + 2a)ξ)
Case 1, r > 2a
First scalar mobility function:
k
(1)
0 = 0
k
(1)
1 = −
3
(
96a2ξ2
(
2r4ξ4 − r2ξ2 + 3)− 8r6ξ6 + 4r4ξ4 + 30r2ξ2 − 27)
4096
√
πa6r4ξ7
k
(1)
2 =
3
(
6ξ2(2a+ 5r)
(
12a2 + 5r2
)− 4ξ4 (96a5 + 144a4r + 64a3r2 − 30ar4 − 5r5))
40960
√
πa6r5ξ7
+
3
(
8ξ6(2a− r)3 (48a4 + 96a3r + 80a2r2 + 40ar3 + 5r4)+ 270a− 135r)
40960
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(1)
3 =
3
(−6ξ2(2a− 5r) (12a2 + 5r2)+ 4ξ4 (96a5 − 144a4r + 64a3r2 − 30ar4 + 5r5))
40960
√
πa6r5ξ7
− 3
(
8ξ6(2a+ r)3
(
48a4 − 96a3r + 80a2r2 − 40ar3 + 5r4)− 135(2a+ r))
40960
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(1)
4 =
24ξ2
(
12a2
(
4r6ξ6 + 3r2ξ2 − 3)− 2r8ξ6 + 9r4ξ2 − 6r2)+ 81
8192a6r5ξ8
k
(1)
5 =
−1080r2ξ4 (4a2 + r2)+ 720ξ2 (6a2 + r2)+ 48ξ8(r − 2a)4 (48a4 + 96a3r + 80a2r2 + 40ar3 + 5r4)− 405
81920a6r5ξ8
k
(1)
6 =
−1080r2ξ4 (4a2 + r2)+ 720ξ2 (6a2 + r2)+ 48ξ8(2a+ r)4 (48a4 − 96a3r + 80a2r2 − 40ar3 + 5r4)− 405
81920a6r5ξ8
Second scalar mobility function:
k
(2)
0 = 0
k
(2)
1 =
9
(
32a2ξ2
(
10r4ξ4 + 19r2ξ2 + 15
)− 56r6ξ6 + 28r4ξ4 − 78r2ξ2 − 45)
4096
√
πa6r4ξ7
k
(2)
2 =
9
(−8ξ6(2a− r)(2a+ r)2 (16a4 + 16a2r2 + 7r4)− 6ξ2 (8a3 + 20a2r + 46ar2 − 13r3))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
+
9
(
4ξ4(2a− r) (16a4 + 32a3r + 48a2r2 + 56ar3 + 7r4)+ 45(r − 2a))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(2)
3 =
9
(
8ξ6(r − 2a)2(2a+ r) (16a4 + 16a2r2 + 7r4)+ 6ξ2 (8a3 − 20a2r + 46ar2 + 13r3))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
− 9
(
4ξ4(2a+ r)
(
16a4 − 32a3r + 48a2r2 − 56ar3 + 7r4)+ 45(2a+ r))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(2)
4 =
9
(
8ξ2
(
a2
(−80r6ξ6 + 36r2ξ2 + 60)+ r2 (14r6ξ6 + 9r2ξ2 − 6))− 45)
8192a6r5ξ8
k
(2)
5 =
9
(
8ξ2
(−9r2ξ2 (4a2 + r2)− 60a2 − 2ξ6 (256a8 + 128a6r2 − 40a2r6 + 7r8)+ 6r2)+ 45)
16384a6r5ξ8
k
(2)
6 =
9
(
8ξ2
(−9r2ξ2 (4a2 + r2)− 60a2 − 2ξ6 (256a8 + 128a6r2 − 40a2r6 + 7r8)+ 6r2)+ 45)
16384a6r5ξ8
22
Third scalar mobility function:
k
(3)
0 = 0
k
(3)
1 =
9
(
32a2ξ2
(−2r4ξ4 + r2ξ2 + 15)+ 8r6ξ6 − 4r4ξ4 + 18r2ξ2 − 45)
4096
√
πa6r4ξ7
k
(3)
2 =
9
(−8ξ6(r − 2a)2(2a+ r)3 (4a2 + r2)+ 4ξ4(2a+ r)3 (4a2 + r2)− 6ξ2(2a+ r)2(2a+ 3r) + 45(r − 2a))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(3)
3 =
9
(−8ξ6(r − 2a)3(2a+ r)2 (4a2 + r2)+ 4ξ4(r − 2a)3 (4a2 + r2)+ 6ξ2(r − 2a)2(2a− 3r) + 45(2a+ r))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(3)
4 =
9
(
8ξ2
(
4a2
(
4r6ξ6 − 9r2ξ2 + 15)− 2r8ξ6 − 3r4ξ2 + 6r2)− 45)
8192a6r5ξ8
k
(3)
5 =
9
(
16ξ8
(
r2 − 4a2)3 (4a2 + r2)+ 24r2ξ4 (12a2 + r2)− 48ξ2 (10a2 + r2)+ 45)
16384a6r5ξ8
k
(3)
6 =
9
(
16ξ8
(
r2 − 4a2)3 (4a2 + r2)+ 24r2ξ4 (12a2 + r2)− 48ξ2 (10a2 + r2)+ 45)
16384a6r5ξ8
Case 2, r <= 2a First scalar mobility function:
k
(1)
0 = −
3
(
768a8 − 640a6r2 + 256a3r5 − 120a2r6 + 5r8)
2560a6r5
k
(1)
1 = −
3
(
96a2ξ2
(
2r4ξ4 − r2ξ2 + 3)− 8r6ξ6 + 4r4ξ4 + 30r2ξ2 − 27)
4096
√
πa6r4ξ7
k
(1)
2 =
3
(
6ξ2(2a+ 5r)
(
12a2 + 5r2
)− 4ξ4 (96a5 + 144a4r + 64a3r2 − 30ar4 − 5r5))
40960
√
πa6r5ξ7
+
3
(
8ξ6(2a− r)3 (48a4 + 96a3r + 80a2r2 + 40ar3 + 5r4)+ 270a− 135r)
40960
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(1)
3 =
3
(−6ξ2(2a− 5r) (12a2 + 5r2)+ 4ξ4 (96a5 − 144a4r + 64a3r2 − 30ar4 + 5r5))
40960
√
πa6r5ξ7
− 3
(
8ξ6(2a+ r)3
(
48a4 − 96a3r + 80a2r2 − 40ar3 + 5r4)− 135(2a+ r))
40960
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(1)
4 =
24ξ2
(
12a2
(
4r6ξ6 + 3r2ξ2 − 3)− 2r8ξ6 + 9r4ξ2 − 6r2)+ 81
8192a6r5ξ8
k
(1)
5 =
−1080r2ξ4 (4a2 + r2)+ 720ξ2 (6a2 + r2)+ 48ξ8(r − 2a)4 (48a4 + 96a3r + 80a2r2 + 40ar3 + 5r4)− 405
81920a6r5ξ8
k
(1)
6 =
−1080r2ξ4 (4a2 + r2)+ 720ξ2 (6a2 + r2)+ 48ξ8(2a+ r)4 (48a4 − 96a3r + 80a2r2 − 40ar3 + 5r4)− 405
81920a6r5ξ8
Second scalar mobility function:
23
k
(2)
0 =
3
(
768a8ξ6 − 128a6r2ξ6 − 256a3r5ξ6 + 168a2r6ξ6 − 72a2r2ξ2 − 11r8ξ6 + 12r2)
512a6r5ξ6
k
(2)
1 =
9
(
32a2ξ2
(
10r4ξ4 + 19r2ξ2 + 15
)− 56r6ξ6 + 28r4ξ4 − 78r2ξ2 − 45)
4096
√
πa6r4ξ7
k
(2)
2 =
9
(−8ξ6(2a− r)(2a + r)2 (16a4 + 16a2r2 + 7r4)− 6ξ2 (8a3 + 20a2r + 46ar2 − 13r3))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
+
9
(
4ξ4(2a− r) (16a4 + 32a3r + 48a2r2 + 56ar3 + 7r4)+ 45(r − 2a))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(2)
3 =
9
(
8ξ6(r − 2a)2(2a+ r) (16a4 + 16a2r2 + 7r4)+ 6ξ2 (8a3 − 20a2r + 46ar2 + 13r3))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
− 9
(
4ξ4(2a+ r)
(
16a4 − 32a3r + 48a2r2 − 56ar3 + 7r4)+ 45(2a+ r))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(2)
4 =
9
(
8ξ2
(
a2
(−80r6ξ6 + 36r2ξ2 + 60)+ r2 (14r6ξ6 + 9r2ξ2 − 6))− 45)
8192a6r5ξ8
k
(2)
5 =
24ξ2
(
9r2ξ2
(
4a2 − 3r2)− 6 (30a2 + r2)+ 2ξ6 (−768a8 + 128a6r2 + 256a3r5 − 168a2r6 + 11r8))+ 405
16384a6r5ξ8
k
(2)
6 =
9
(
8ξ2
(−9r2ξ2 (4a2 + r2)− 60a2 − 2ξ6 (256a8 + 128a6r2 − 40a2r6 + 7r8)+ 6r2)+ 45)
16384a6r5ξ8
Third scalar mobility function:
k
(3)
0 =
9
(
4a2 − r2)3 (4a2 + r2)
512a6r5
k
(3)
1 =
9
(
32a2ξ2
(−2r4ξ4 + r2ξ2 + 15)+ 8r6ξ6 − 4r4ξ4 + 18r2ξ2 − 45)
4096
√
πa6r4ξ7
k
(3)
2 =
9
(−8ξ6(r − 2a)2(2a+ r)3 (4a2 + r2)+ 4ξ4(2a+ r)3 (4a2 + r2)− 6ξ2(2a+ r)2(2a+ 3r) + 45(r − 2a))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(3)
3 =
9
(−8ξ6(r − 2a)3(2a+ r)2 (4a2 + r2)+ 4ξ4(r − 2a)3 (4a2 + r2)+ 6ξ2(r − 2a)2(2a− 3r) + 45(2a+ r))
8192
√
πa6r5ξ7
k
(3)
4 =
9
(
8ξ2
(
4a2
(
4r6ξ6 − 9r2ξ2 + 15)− 2r8ξ6 − 3r4ξ2 + 6r2)− 45)
8192a6r5ξ8
k
(3)
5 =
9
(
16ξ8
(
r2 − 4a2)3 (4a2 + r2)+ 24r2ξ4 (12a2 + r2)− 48ξ2 (10a2 + r2)+ 45)
16384a6r5ξ8
k
(3)
6 =
9
(
16ξ8
(
r2 − 4a2)3 (4a2 + r2)+ 24r2ξ4 (12a2 + r2)− 48ξ2 (10a2 + r2)+ 45)
16384a6r5ξ8
Case 3, Self Mobility The real space part of the
self mobility of a particle is given by the limit of
equation (27) as r → 0, specifically Mαα,(r)DC,ijmn =
K1(r→0, ξ) (δijδmn + δimδjn − 4δinδjm):
24
6πηaM
αα,(r)
DC,ijmn =
(
−3
(
6a2ξ2 + 1
)
80
√
πa6ξ3
+
3
(
10a2ξ2 + 1
)
80
√
πa6ξ3
e−4a
2ξ2 − 3
10a3
erfc(2aξ)
)
(δijδmn + δimδjn − 4δinδjm) .
(A12)
Appendix B: Weak Accuracy of the Midpoint Integration
Scheme
The proposed integration scheme drifts particles from
the initial point to the midpoint with the un-constrained
Brownian slip velocity, then computes the actual velocity
by solving the constrained problem at the midpoint,
xk+1/2 = xk +
∆t
2
UBk (B1)[
Uk+1/2
−EBk
]
=Mk+1/2 ·
[
0
Sk+1/2
]
+
[
UBk
0
]
(B2)
xk+1 = xk +∆tUk+1/2 (B3)
where UB and EB have zero mean and covariance〈[
UB
EB
] [
UB
EB
]〉
=
2kBT
∆t
M. (B4)
and the solution to (B2) for the velocity is
Uk+1/2 = UBk −Mk+1/2US ·
(
Mk+1/2ES
)−1
· EBk . (B5)
A Taylor expansion of (B5) about the initial point gives
(changing to Einstein summation notation and dropping
the subscript k for the time step)
Uk+1/2,i ≈ UBi −MUS,ij (MES)−1jk EBk + (B6)
∆t
2
UBl ∇l
(
UBi −MUS,ij (MES)−1jk EBk
)
.
The Brownian velocities are independent of the positional
derivative in the Taylor expansion so
Uk+1/2,i ≈ UBi −MUS,ij (MES)−1jk EBk − (B7)
∆t
2
UBl ∇l
(
MUS,ij (MES)−1jk
)
EBk .
Displacement Mean The mean velocity is
〈Uk+1/2,i〉 ≈ −
∆t
2
〈
UBl ∇l
(
MUS,ij
(M−1ES)jk
)
EBk
〉
(B8)
≈ −∆t
2
∇l
(
MUS,ij
(M−1ES)jk
) 〈
EBk UBl
〉
(B9)
≈ −kBT ∇l
(
MUS,ij
(M−1ES)jk
)
MEF,kl (B10)
≈ −kBT ∇iMUS,ij
(M−1ES)jk MEF,kl (B11)
so the mean displacement, ∆x ≡ xk+1−xk = ∆tUk+1/2
is
〈∆x〉 = kBT∆t∇ ·R−1FU +O
(
∆t2
)
(B12)
because ∇ ·MUF = 0.
Displacement Covariance The covariance of the ve-
locity, again using the fact the the Brownian slip veloci-
ties are independent of position, is
〈Uk+1/2 Uk+1/2〉 ≈ 〈UBk UBk 〉− 2MkUS · (MkES)−1 · 〈EBk UBk 〉+MkUS · (MkES)−1 · 〈EBk EBk 〉 · (MkES)−1 ·MkEF (B13)
≈ 2kBT
∆t
(
MkUF − 2MkUS ·
(MkES)−1 · M−1EF +MkUS · (MkES)−1 ·MkEF) (B14)
≈ 2kBT
∆t
(
MkUF − MkUS ·
(MkES)−1 ·M−1EF) (B15)
So the covariance of the displacement is
〈∆x∆x〉 = 〈∆t2Uk+1/2 Uk+1/2〉 (B16)
= 2kBT∆tR
−1
FU +O
(
∆t2
)
(B17)
Appendix C: Proof of Positive-Definiteness
Here we present the proof for the positive-definiteness
of the mobility tensor, extending the approach used in the
original PSE work on the RPY tensor10, which followed
25
the proof presented by Cichocki et al.33 for the positive-
definiteness for a tensor defined by the quadratic form
〈g|J|g〉 =
∫
dx
∫
dy g∗ (x) · J (x,y) · g (y) , (C1)
where an asterisk denotes the complex conjugate and the
integrals in x and y are over all space. The vectors g can
be defined as
g (x) ≡
∑
i
[
w
(1)
i (x) w
(2)
i (x)
]
·
[
d
(1)
i d
(2)
i
]
, (C2)
where w
(1)
i and w
(2)
i are tensors such that w
(1)
i · Fi and
w
(2)
i · Si give the force density on the surface of parti-
cle i caused by a generalized force (force and torque) and
stresslet, respectively, and d
(1)
i and d
(2)
i are arbitrary vec-
tors. The notation for g can be written more compactly
as
g (x) ≡
∑
i
wi · di, (C3)
where wi =
[
w
(1)
i (x) w
(2)
i (x)
]
and di =
[
d
(1)
i d
(2)
i
]
.
With these definitions for wi and di, the proof proceeds
exactly as in the original work on the PSE algorithm10.
The pair mobility tensor is
Mij = 〈wi|J|wi〉 . (C4)
Because the Green’s function J is positive semi-definite,
and its quadratic form can be related to Mij , Mij can
be shown to be positive semi-definite as well:
0 ≤ 〈g|J|g〉 =
∑
i,j
d∗i ·Mij · dj (C5)
The wave space representation of J is J =
∑
k 6=0 Jk,
where 0 ≤ 〈g |Jk |g〉. In this representation, the mobility
is
Mij = 〈wi |
∑
k 6=0
Jk |wj〉 =
∑
k 6=0
〈wi |Jk |wj〉, (C6)
which can be decomposed into separate sums with the
splitting function H(k) to yield
Mij =
∑
k 6=0
〈wi | (1−H(k)) Jk |wj〉+
∑
k 6=0
〈wi |H(k)Jk |wj〉,
(C7)
where the first term is the real space component of the
mobility and the second term is the wave space compo-
nent. It follows from 0 ≤ H ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ 〈g |Jk |g〉
that
0 ≤
∑
k 6=0
〈g | (1−H(k))Jk |g〉 =
∑
i,k
d∗i ·M(r)ij · dj (C8)
0 ≤
∑
k 6=0
〈g |H(k)Jk |g〉 =
∑
i,j
d∗i ·M(w)ij · dj (C9)
which completes the proof thatM
(r)
ij andM
(w)
ij are inde-
pendently positive semi-definite.
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